
8.0   Diplomacy

Diplomacy RollsNation

2United States

1United Kingdom

1Soviet Union

1Japan

0Italy

2Germany

Conduct Diplomacy 
Rolls?

Before Roll: Select one 
(1) neutral at/above -2 
(allies) or at/below +2 

(Axis) per turn

Roll number of dice 
allocated by chart

Dice roll hit of (1) moves 
neutral (1) number only 
towards player’s side

Multiple dice hits do 
not move number 

more than (1) per turn

Diplomacy rolls are 
individual player 

(country) not team 
(Axis/Allies) dependant

Select ONLY neutrals 
geographically/politically 

allocated to player (country) 
Sphere of Influence

Control of each territory 
not originally controlled & 

adjacent to neutral 
increase hit value by +1 

Sphere of Influence includes 
any neutral where the player 
has an adjacent controlled 

country

Europe/AfricaGermany

North/South AmericaUnited States

Adjacent to coloniesUnited Kingdom

AdjacentSoviet Union

AsiaJapan

Europe/AfricaItaly

Sphere of InfluenceNation

Proceed to next turn 
sequence

1

YES

Dice roll of (1) or 
adjusted hit 

number?

NO

NO

2

YES

8.0 Diplomacy

Move nation marker only
one space on Neutral Level 

of Cooperation Card

8.1   Dice Roll
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Benefits From 
Neutral

Level of 
Cooperation

Fully committed to 
Axis

-5

Pro- Axis; Axis units 
can enter

-4

Pro- Axis; income 
goes to Axis

-3

Neutral; Axis air 
units can fly over

-2

Neutral; Axis naval 
units can dock

-1

Neutral0

Neutral; Allies naval 
units can dock

+1

Neutral; Allies air 
units can fly over

+2

Pro-Allies; income 
goes to Allies

+3

Pro-Allies; Allies 
units can enter

+4

Fully committed to 
Allies

+5

LOC is +/- 1 
or +/- 2

Follow Benefits of LOC 
level as outlined on 

chart

Place your nation marker 
on the territory

Neutral territory is no 
longer neutral and may 

be attacked by opposing 
players as allowed

Opposing players can still 
perform counter diplomacy 

rolls or attack if attack is 
allowed

Follow benefits of LOC 
level as outlined on 

chart

Benefits and IPC goes to 
controlling nation until 

attacked and occupied by 
opposing player

Opposing players can no 
longer perform counter 

diplomacy rolls

Proceed to next turn 
sequence

2

YES

NO
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8.2   Level of 
Cooperation (LOC)

LOC is +/- 3, 
+/- 4, or +/- 5

YES

NO

If territory is attacked or 
LOC is +/- 5, replace any 
military units with your 

units.


